
YOUR GUIDE TO
INCREDIBLE SEX

SUNDAZE



Hello, sexy!
You hold the key to countless hours of FUN. 
This manual will get you started with must-knows
and hot tips about  your new toy, plus some 
bonuses for the best Sunday ever. 
So, let‘s meet your new pulse vibe ― SUNDAZE! 

For more languages, check: 
www.FUNFACTORY.com/manuals

Press  and  for half a second to remove travel lock.
Press  and  for half a second to activate it again.



For more languages, check: 
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UNLOCK THE FUN!

CHARGE!

=              +

Press  and  for half a second to remove travel lock.
Press  and  for half a second to activate it again.

Our toys arrive with their battery charged to about 
20%. Fully charge your toy to enjoy it longer.



Wash me, lube me up! 
Wash before and after every use,
including  the first. Use unscented soap
or toy cleaner. Toy is 100% waterproof.
If you like to use lube, make sure that 
it’s water-based.

NOT ANAL-SAFE

Press  and  for half a second to remove travel lock.
Press  and  for half a second to activate it again.



Power me!
Plug the charger into a USB outlet. Connect the end 

of the charger to the magnetic points on the toy. 

Your vibe needs:

• 4-6 hours initial charge

• 3 hours play per charge



Play with me!
To turn on, press  for half a second. For hig-
her speeds and more settings, click  or hold it 
down for a seamless transition. For lower speeds 
and previous settings, click or hold down .
To turn off, click .
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   1    SOAK IN THE TUB

A long, hot soak is the perfect 

Sunday activity—made even better 

by your waterproof toy.

   2   GET RUBBED DOWN

Use the broad, flat side of SUNDAZE to rub your

clit for you. Try a pulsation or pattern setting. 

  3   ENJOY IT HANDS-FREE

When you're using it internally, prop SUNDAZE

against a pillow to feel the pulse hands-free.



WHAT’S NEXT?
Love the SUNDAZE and can’t wait to try 
another toy? We think it pairs well with…

SMARTBALLS DUO 
Work out with this Kegel 
weight during the week 
for even stronger 
SUNDAZE orgasms.   

BOOTIE FEM
This petite butt plug with
an approachable tulip shape
is comfy enough for anal
plug newbies and made to
be worn during sex.



Flirt or Dare
SET THE STAGE

Grab a coin. Set the mood (lighting is everything!).

Turn off your phone and turn on the music. 
 
LET’S PLAY!

1. Choose the prize you want if you win.

2. The person with the jiggliest butt goes first.

3. On your turn, flip the coin. 
Heads = Flirt, Tails = Dare

 
Your partner picks your Flirt or Dare and reads it to you.

AND THE WINNER IS... 

...the first person to complete either 3 Dares or 5 Flirts. 



PRIZES

 · Winner gets oral sex with a 
SUNDAZE perineum massage.

 · Winner chooses one part of the loser’s 
body to tease as long as they want.

 · Winner gets (or gives) a spanking while 
enjoying pulsation from the toy.

 · Loser makes brunch once you’ve tired 
each other out.

 · Loser spends next Sunday in 
undergarments of the winner’s choice.
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FLIRT QUESTIONS

 · What’s the most turned-on you’ve ever been? 

 · I’ll choose a SUNDAZE setting. Tell me where 
you’d want to feel it. 

 · What’s your favorite term for your junk? 
Use it in a sentence to seduce me. 

 · Would you rather have to make noise the 
whole time or not be allowed to make any? 

DARE TASKS

 · Spend 2 minutes trying to solve a Sunday 
crossword while I use the rumbliest setting on you.

 · I’ll pick a pattern setting to use on you. 
Try to replicate it on me using your hand.

 · Kiss the nape of my neck until I moan.

 · Lube up SUNDAZE’s flat surface and give 
me an external anal massage.





Try using two fin-
gers to gently hold 
the toy in place, 
especially when 
you’re using it 
internally on the 
pulsation settings. 

Use a loose grip to 
give it room to move 
up and down. Try it on 
the tapping settings 
and when you’re 
focusing vibration 
with the tip. 

Holding it with your 
thumb in front gives 
you a little more 
control, making it 
easier to use the flat 
end for more surface 
 coverage.

There are lots of ways to hold your toy for a 
variety of sensations. Here are just a few! 

Ways To Hold Me



#BE PLAYFUL

VIBRATION

PULSATION

zingy

edging
PATTERNS

TAPPING

START  

PRESS  TO GO BACK

PRESS         TO GO BACK

 
 

1. 2. 3. 5.

7.

6.

8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15.

Explore my settings

 



REMEMBER: consent is not only  important 
but also sexy! Make sure you both agree to 
these flirts and dares or make up your own!

#BE PLAYFUL
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